Applications to use with SPED
Type of
App.

Application

Communication ArtikPix/Artik Pix Full
Communication iCommunicate
Communication iConverse
Communication iPrompts
Communication iSpeech Toddler Sign
Communication Look2Learn AAC
Communication Mobile Articulation
Communication Model Me Going Places
Communication Pocket SLP Articulation
Communication Proloquo2Go
Communication Senence Buider
Communication Speak It!
Communication Wh Questions
Organization

ABC Data

Organization

Behavior Tracker Pro

Organization

First Then

Brief Description
In free/full versions, ArtikPix has ﬂashcard and matching activities
with 840 possible cards for articulation practice.
Pre-loaded pictures and storyboards/routines (e.g., schedule)
facilitate language comprehension.
AAC tool to express 6 different icons representing basic needs:
food, drink, sick, bathroom, help, break
Visual prompting tool containing original artwork for schedules, a
timer, choice prompts, and a library.
Two animated children, Sadie and Sammy, animate 30 signs each,
with accompanying explanations
AAC system with photos and preloaded voices to express wants
and needs
Over 600 words (organized by sound) to practice articulation in
ﬂashcards with user and data features.
With 6 locations (e.g., playground), each has photos (with
narration) of children modeling the behavio
With 400 images, practice phonemes in various positions of words
or sentences, and save/email data
Full AAC solution with over 7000 symbols, natural sounding
voices, automatic conjugation, and more.
With 100 pictures, it helps elementary aged children to build
grammatically correct sentences
Copy or type text for text-to-speech using natural sounding
voices.
With built-in data tracking, there are over 300 “wh” questions for
who, what, where, why, how
Data collection tool for counting behaviors by simple tallies or
percentages, recording duration, and emailing the data.
Track ABC data, frequency and duration, and high frequency data,
and graph them
Audio-visual prompting tool for scheduling daily events or steps to
complete an activity

Applications to use with SPED
Organization

iReward

Organization

myHomework

Organization

Percentally

Organization

Picture Scheduler

Reading

ABC Animals

Reading

ABC Pocket Phonics

Reading

Emperor's New Clothes

Reading

Goldilocks & The 3 Bears

Reading

iMotherGoose-Bugs

Reading

iStoryTimeKids Books

Reading

See Read Say

Reading

Stories2learn

Reading

StoryKit

Reading

The Cat in the Hat

Writing

Chicktionary

Writing

Dragon Dictation

Writing

Dragon Search

Writing

iWriteWords

With this motivation chart, choose the behavior, the reward from
your camera or photos, and optional praise.
Keep track of homework, classes, tests, and projects with number
reminders on the app icon
Data collection with automatic percentage conversion, and sharing
to clipboard, email, and Google Spreadsheet
To aid in recall of details, record audio and video notes to
accompany a photo in a listed schedule
Interactive animal ﬂashcards with audio that provide the letter
name, associated animal name, and the phonetics
Combines three apps in one with letter sounds, letter writing
practice, and 170 ﬁrst words
The classic has been slightly altered to accompany a narrated
book with original art
The interactive book has story narration with words that are
highlighted as theyʼre read.
Talking picture book with full color pictures that speak the insect
name when touched
The books are illustrated, include text, and are narrated with
pages that turn automatically or manually
Includes all 220 DolchWords spoken at the push of a button, and
individual progress is tracked
Create personalized stories using photos, text, and audio
messages
Create a story by drawing, taking a photo, typing, and recording
your voice, then upload the story to a website
The interactive book is narrated with words that highlight as
theyʼre read, and zoom when pictures are touched
Using the timed or untimed mode, use letters to create words, and
retrieve the word deﬁnitions
Voice recognition to speak, see and edit your text, then share it to
the clipboard, SMS, and email
Voice recognition to speak, see and edit your text, then search on
Google, YouTube, Wikipedia, iTunes, & Twitte
In easy or regular mode, trace numbers, lowercase and uppercase
letters using numbered prompts
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Writing

Word Scramble 2

Math

123 Animals Counting

Math
Math

Cloud Math
Coin Math

Math

Cute Math

Math

Freddy Fraction

Math

KidCalc Math Fun

Math

Kid Math Fun~Kindergarten

Math

Math Drills

Math

Math Magic

Math

MathSpin3

Math

Money-Learn to Count

Math

Pop Math

Among scrambled letters, tap three or more to create words in a
single player, multi-player, or live game online
Touch 40 different animals with sounds to see and hear numbers
counted
Practice adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with a
timer, levels of difﬁculty, and solution choices
Learn how to add and match coins, and pay for items
Seven cute activities for counting, adding, and subtracting with
manipulatives, solution choices, and verbal praise
Use Freddy, an alien, to determine the equivalence among
fractions, decimals, and percents
Activities for number recognition, counting, and math operations
using ﬂash cards, puzzles, and games
With choices and data collection, practice addition and subtraction
of two single digit numbers
Drills for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with
number lines, hints and facts
Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with visual
supports, solution choices, reinforcers, and rewards
With data collection, spin the wheel and determine if the numbers
are greater than, less than, or equal
Customize the values of money, then select the correct value that
corresponds to bills and coins pictured
In adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing, pop pairs of
bubbles that match the equation with the solution

